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Use this document to create either a microkernel or nanokernel application if you
are:

• an application developer coding a Rocket application
• a system architect who needs to be aware of key Rocket functionality and

usage
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Application Development Workflow

The application development workflow identifies all the procedures needed to create,
build, and run either a microkernel and nanokernel application.

Workflow

1. Define the application’s default kernel configuration using Defining the Appli-
cation’s Default Kernel Configuration.

2. Define and override kernel configuration options for the application using the
following:

• Defining the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration
• Overriding the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration

3. Optionally customize the application Makefile using Optionally Customizing
the Application Makefile.

4. For a microkernel application, define objects as you develop code using Creating
and Configuring an MDEF File for a Microkernel Application .

5. For all applications, define nanokernel objects as you need them in code.
6. Develop source code and add source code files to the src directory using the

following:
• Understanding Naming Conventions
• Understanding src Directory Makefile Requirements
• Adding Source Files and Makefiles to src Directories

7. Build, debug, and run an application image using the following:
• Building an Application
• Debugging an Application
• Rebuilding an Application
• Loading and Running an Application on Target Hardware
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Kernel Configuration

The application’s kernel is configured using a set of configuration options that can
be custom tailored for the application. The value used for a each configuration
option is taken from the first source in the following list in which it is specified:

a. The value specified by the application’s current configuration, that
is, its .config file.

b. The value specified by the application’s default configuration, that
is, its prj.conf file.

c. The value specified by the platform configuration.
d. The kernel’s default value for the configuration option.

note
If the default platform configuration settings are sufficient for your
application, a prj.conf file is not needed.

The procedures that follow describe how to configure a prj.conf file and how to
configure kernel options for microkernel and nanokernel applications. For information
on how to work with kernel option inter-dependencies and platform configuration-
default options, see the configuration.

note
There are currently a number of experimental options that are not fully
supported.

Procedures

• Defining the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration
• Overriding the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration
• Optionally Customizing the Application Makefile

Defining the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration

Update a prj.conf file to redefine the application’s default kernel configuration. This
file can contain settings that override or augment platform configuration settings.
The contents of the supported platform configuration files can be viewed in
zephyr/arch/<architectureName>/configs.
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Steps

1. In the application directory panel, double click your prj.conf to open it. Alter-
natively, if you do not have a .conf, create a prj.conf file in your application’s
bash terminal. Enter:

$ touch prj.conf

The default name is prj.conf. The filename can be anything you choose,
but must match the CONF_FILE = entry in the application Makefile.

2. In the open file, add the appropriate configuration entries.

a) Add each configuration entry on a new line.
b) Begin each entry with CONFIG_.
c) Ensure that each entry contains no spaces (including on either side of

the = sign).
d) Use a # followed by a space to comment a line.

The following example is taken from the PWM and GPIO sample application
prj_x86.conf.

# Use standard security profile. (=> no need for a random number generator)
CONFIG_STDOUT_CONSOLE=y
CONFIG_NANO_TIMERS=y
CONFIG_GDB_SERVER=y
CONFIG_COMPILER_OPT="-O0 -g"
#CONFIG_I2C_DEBUG IS NOT SET
#CONFIG_GPIO_PCAL9535a_DEBUG is not set

3. Save and close the file.

Overriding the Application’s Default Kernel Configuration

Override the application’s default kernel configuration to temporarily alter the
application’s configuration, perhaps to test the effect of a change.

note
If you want to permanently alter the configuration you should revise the
.conf file.

Configure your kernel options using a menu-driven interface. While you can add
entries manually, using the configuration menu is a preferred method.
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Prerequisites

• You have reviewed the kernel configuration options available, and determined
which kernel options you want to temporarily set for your application. See the
configuration for a brief description of each option.

• You are aware of the dependencies between the kernel configuration options.
• There must already be an application Makefile created for your application.

Steps

1. Enlarge your bash terminal to at least 19 lines by 80 columns.
2. In your application’s bash terminal, run the make menuconfig rule to launch

the menu-driven interface.

$ make menuconfig

A question-based menu opens that enables you to select individual
configuration options.

3. Set kernel configuration values using the following key commands:

• Use the arrow keys to navigate within any menu or list.
• Press Enter to select a menu item.
• Type an upper case Y or N in the square brackets [ ] to enable or

disable a kernel configuration option.
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• Type a numerical value in the round brackets ( ).
• Press Tab to navigate the command menu at the bottom of the

display.

note
When a non-default entry is selected for options that are
nonnumerical, an asterisk []* appears between the square
brackets in the display. There is nothing added to the display
when you select the option’s default.

4. For information about any option, select the option, then tab to < Help >
and press Enter. Press Enter to return to the menu.

5. When you have finished configuring the kernel options for your application,
tab to < Save > and press Enter.
The following dialog opens with the < Ok > command selected:

6. Press Enter to save the kernel configuration options to the default file name,
or alternatively, type a file name and press Enter.
Typically, you will save to the default file name unless you are experimenting
with various configuration scenarios for your application.
An outdir directory is created in the application directory. The outdir directory
contains symbolic links to files under $(VxMicro Rocket_BASE).

note

At present, only a .config configuration file can be built. If
you have saved files with different file names and want to
build with one of these, you must change its file name to
.config. If you need to keep your original .config, you will
need to rename it to something other than .config.

Kernel configuration files, such as the .config file, are saved as hidden
files in outdir. To list all your kernel configuration files, enter ls -a at
the terminal prompt.
The following dialog opens, displaying the file name the configuration
was saved to.
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7. Press Enter to return to the options menu.

8. To load any saved kernel configuration file, tab to < Load > and press Enter.
The following dialog opens with the < Ok > command selected:

9. To load the last saved kernel configuration file, press < Ok >, or to load
another saved configuration file, type the file name, then select < Ok >.

10. Press Enter to load the file and return to the main menu.

11. To exit the menu configuration, tab to < Exit > and press Enter.
The following confirmation dialog opens with the < Yes > command selected.
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12. Press Enter to retire the menu display and return to the console command
line.

Postrequisites: For microkernel applications, go to Creating and Configuring an
MDEF File for a Microkernel Application. For nanokernel applications, go to
Application Code Development.

Optionally Customizing the Application Makefile

Customize the high level application Makefile to define customized file names you
may be using. This Makefile is used to build both the application and the kernel
libraries. The build system also uses the Makefile to create the executable image,
microkernel.elf, or nanokernel.elf.

Prerequisites

• Familiarity with the standard GNU Make language.

Steps

1. From the directory panel, open the Makefile and edit any of the following
mandatory entries as necessary.

note
Ensure that there is a space after each = .

a) Edit the kernel type of your application.

KERNEL_TYPE = micro|nano

The kernel type is either micro or nano, short for microkernel
or nanokernel respectively.

b) Edit the name of the platform configuration for your application.

PLATFORM_CONFIG := ${SDK_ZEPHYR_PLATFORM}

c) Edit the name of the default kernel configuration file for your
application.

CONF_FILE = prj_$(ARCH).conf

The default name is prj.conf. If you are not using the default
name, this entry must match the filename of the .conf file
you are using.
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d) For microkernel applications, edit the name of the MDEF for your
application.

MDEF_FILE = prj.mdef

The default name is prj.mdef. If you are not using the default
name, this entry must match the filename of the .mdef file
you are using.

e) Do not edit the following line which adds necessary build fragments:

include ${ZEPHYR_BASE}/Makefile.inc

f) Do not edit the following lines:

ZEPHYR_BASE := ${WIND_PROJECT_ROOT}/zephyr
export ZEPHYR_BASE

2. Save and close the Makefile.
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Microkernel Object Configuration

Microkernel objects are explained fully in the Kernel Primer. See microkernel for
example MDEF entries.

Procedure

Creating and Configuring an MDEF File for a Microkernel Application

Create an MDEF file for your application to define microkernel objects used in your
your application. You do not need to define all your application’s objects before
you begin writing your code. In some cases, the objects you need may only become
known as you write your code. However, all objects used in your code must be
defined before you build your application.

note

Nanokernel applications do not use an MDEF file since microkernel
objects cannot be used in applications of this type.

Steps

1. In the application directory panel, double click prj.mdef.
2. Add settings to the file to suit your application.

In Zephyr > buildDefaults > Default.mdef you can find template
entries for each object. You can copy the entries you want to use and
paste them in your prj.mdef.
The syntax for objects that can be defined in .mdef are as follows:

TASK name priority entry_point stack_size groups
TASKGROUP name
MUTEX name
SEMA name
FIFO name depth width
PIPE name buffer_size
MAILBOX name
MAP name num_blocks block_size
POOL name min_block_size max_block_size numMax
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note

Some microkernel objects, such as Task IRQs, for example, are not
defined in an .mdef file.

The following example shows the content of the .mdef file for the PWM and GPIO
sample application. The sample uses two tasks and two semaphores.

Example MDEF File

% Application : PWM and GPIO demo

% TASK NAME PRIO ENTRY STACK GROUPS
% =====================================

TASK TASKA 7 taskA 2048 [EXE]
TASK TASKB 7 taskB 2048 [EXE]

% SEMA NAME
=============

% SEMA TASKASEM
% SEMA TASKBSEM

Postrequisites

Go to Adding Source Files and Makefiles to src Directories.
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Application Code Development

This section identifies where to locate a description of each kernel service and
examples that demonstrate how to use each service in your code.
Common Services

For a complete list of services that are common to both the nanokernel and the
microkernel, and a description of each with code examples, see Common Services.
Microkernel Services

For a complete list of microkernel services, and a description of each with code
examples, see Microkernel Services.

There are more microkernel services than those defined in the MDEF
file.

Nanokernel Services

For a complete list of nanokernel services, and a description of each with code
examples, see Nanokernel Services.

Procedures and Conventions

• Understanding Naming Conventions
• Understanding src Directory Makefile Requirements
• Adding Source Files and Makefiles to src Directories

Understanding Naming Conventions

Some prefixes are reserved for internal use.
Unlike desktop operating systems, where applications are written in user-space and
drivers are used to cross the boundary between kernel and user space, all applications
in the kernel are written in kernel space. These are then linked against the kernel
creating a shared and common namespace.
To ensure proper execution of both kernel and applications, it makes sense to divide
the namespace into kernel and application subspaces. This is achieved by restricting
the kernel’s global symbols and macros to a well-defined set of name prefixes. These
prefixes apply both to public symbols, which applications can reference, and private
symbols, which only the kernel itself is permitted to reference. Symbols that do
not begin with a kernel namespace prefix are available to applications with a few
exceptions. See Exceptions to the Namespace Exceptions to the Namespace for
details.
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Prefix Description
_ Denotes a private kernel symbol (e.g. _k_signal_event).
atomic_ Denotes an atomic operation (e.g. atomic_inc).
fiber_ Denotes an operation invoked by a fiber; typically a

microkernel operation (e.g. fiber_event_send).
irq_ Denotes an IRQ management operation (e.g.

ireq_disable).
isr_ Denotes an operation called by an Interrupt Service

Routine; typically a microkernel operation (e.g.
isr_event_send).

k_ Microkernel specific function (e.g. k_memcpy)
k_do_ Microkernel specific functions that indicate essential

operation within the kernel space. Do not use these
functions unless absolutely necessary.

nano_ Denotes an operation provided by the nanokernel; typically
may be used in a microkernel system, not just a
nanokernel system (e.g. nano_fifo_put).

sys_ Catch-all for APIs that do not fit into the other
namespaces.

task_ Denotes an operation invoked by a task; typically a
microkernel operation (e.g. task_send_event).

If your additional symbol does not fall into the above classification, consider renaming
it.

Exceptions to the Namespace

Some kernel APIs use well known names that do not use the prefixes, for example:
ntohl, open, close, read, write, ioctl.
There are also a very limited and rare number of global symbols that do not use the
normal kernel prefixes; for example: kernel_version_get().

Understanding src Directory Makefile Requirements

The src directory must have a Makefile that specifies how to build the application
source code. Likewise, any sub-directory of src must also have its own Makefile.
The following requirements apply to all Makefiles in the src directory:

• A Makefile can only reference its own files and sub-directories.
• Any code that references a file outside of its directory cannot be included in

the code’s directory Makefile; the referenced file is included only in its own
directory’s Makefile.
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• A Makefile cannot directly reference source code; it can only reference object
files (.o files) produced by source code.

note

The src directory Makefiles discussed here are distinct from
the top-level application Makefile.

Adding Source Files and Makefiles to src Directories

Source code and their associated Makefiles specify the application image content
and how it is built. In a Makefile, multiple files may be referenced in a single line
entry. However, a separate line must be used to reference each directory. During the
build process, Kbuild finds the source files to generate the object files by matching
the file names identified in the Makefile.

note

Source code without an associated Makefile is not included when the
application is built.

Steps

1. Create a structure for your source code in src and add your source code files to
it. For many useful code examples, see the following: common_kernel_services,
microkernel, and nanokernel.

2. Create a Makefile for each src directory.

a) Add the following line to each Makefile:

ccflags-y += ${PROJECTINCLUDE}

b) Use the following syntax to add file references:

obj-y += file.o file.o

c) Use the following syntax to add directory references:

obj-y += directory_name/**
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Example src Makefile

This example is taken from the PWM and GPIO sample application. To examine
this file in context, navigate to: src/Makefile.

ccflags-y += ${PROJECTINCLUDE}
obj-y = galileo2GPIO.o

Postrequisites: Go to Build, Debug, and Run an Application.
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Build, Debug, and Run an Application

The build process links all components of the application together into a coherent
application image that can be debugged if necessary, then run on real or simulated
hardware targets.

Procedures

• Building an Application
• Debugging an Application
• Rebuilding an Application
• Loading and Running an Application on Target Hardware
• Running an Application using the Simulator

Building an Application

Build an application image to run it on your hardware target.

Prerequisites

• Every source code directory and sub-directory must contain a directory-specific
Makefile.

Steps

1. Click the Build icon on the Cloud 9 Toolbar.

A Build terminal session opens. As the application builds, it displays its
progress in a Build terminal.
When the build is initiated, an outdir directory is created. When the
image is built, it appears as an .elf in the outdir directory.

Postrequisites: Go to Loading and Running an Application on Target Hardware, or
Running an Application using QEMU. Optionally go to Debugging an Application,
or Rebuilding an Application.

Debugging an Application

Debug your application if it did not build as expected.
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Steps

1. Select Tools > Start in Debug Mode.
2. Click Debugger on the vertical toolbar under the the Cloud 9 icon.
3. Optionally, click the Preferences icon to change settings to make debugging

your code easier.
4. Debug your application code using the debugging tools then test your code

by rebuilding it. See the Rocket SDK Debugger Workflow video tutorial
available by selecting Getting Started from the Rocket main menu located
next to New Device icon.

Postrequisites: Go to Rebuilding an Application.

Rebuilding an Application

If you build an application then make changes to it, you need to rebuild it. An
application rebuild is necessary when you:

• modify or add any of the application’s files (including its source files, its
Makefiles, its .conf file, or its .mdef file)

• modify the application’s configuration using make menuconfig

The procedure for rebuilding an application is the same as the procedure for building
it. (See Building an Application above.)
The build system rebuilds only the parts of the application image that are potentially
affected by the changes, so the application may rebuild significantly faster than it
did when it was first built.

note

In some unusual cases, the Rocket build system may not rebuild the
application correctly because it fails to recompile one or more files that
needed to be recompiled. You can force the build system to rebuild the
entire application from scratch by following the procedure below.

Steps

1. Select Run > Build Clean.
2. Click the Build icon on the Cloud 9 Toolbar.

Postrequisites

Go to Loading and Running an Application on Target Hardware.
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Loading and Running an Application on Target Hardware

Run your application on the target hardware.

Prerequisites

• You must have already generated a .elf image file.

Steps

1. Click the Run Project icon on the Cloud 9 Toolbar.

The application image is automatically loaded on the target hardware. A Run
terminal session opens and displays the progress of the image loading operation.
When the image is loaded, it automatically starts to run.

Running an Application using the Simulator

Run your application in the Simulator for testing and demonstration purposes.

Prerequisites

• You must have already generated a .elf image file for a Simulator-supported
platform configuration, such as basic_minuteia.

Steps

1. Click Start Device Simulator

2. Click the Run Project icon on the Cloud 9 toolbar, or click the Run icon in
the Terminal Toolbar.

A new terminal session open labelled outdir/zephyr.elf and the .elf
automatically starts running.

3. Click the Stop icon in the Terminal Toolbar to stop the application.

The application stops running and the terminal console prompt redisplays.
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